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S ummary 
The RT–LA project was established with the aim of integrating salinity, waterlogging and 
flooding control with development of new water supplies in wheatbelt towns, and where 
possible, finding ways of putting the excess water to commercial use.
The RT-LA project has undertaken new direct runoff measurements of surface water inflow 
volumes from within the Dowerin town catchment. Runoff hydrographs from the CBH site 
including rainfall data and the cumulative yield for the period June 2006 to May 2007,
indicate a total discharge of nearly 180 ML during this period.
The majority of on-ground works proposed in Dowerin are focussed on surface water control
and harvesting. The recommended plan for surface water management is cost effective. At 
an average cost of $0.40/kL per annum to produce locally sourced water, this represents a 
saving of approximately $0.60/kL on the purchase of scheme water or a total saving of $7
200 per year. The equation will shift more in favour of locally sourced irrigation water as the 
cost of scheme water increases and supplies become less available. The current and 
proposed surface water diversion and harvesting infrastructure will improve the groundwater 
level situation in time.
In contrast to surface water management, extensive evaluation of temporal and spatial 
groundwater conditions in Dowerin indicates there is no requirement for immediate 
intervention to manage groundwater. Shallow watertable levels (< 2 m), in the high salinity 
risk area to the north-west area of the townsite have remained consistently steady in 
monitoring bores in those areas of the townsite. Direct intervention via groundwater pumping 
is not currently recommended required to reduce and control watertables in the current 
period of below average rainfall years.
A watching brief should be maintained (critical groundwater levels and the rate of change of 
cumulative rainfall) and should the situation change, the proven effectiveness of pumping 
bore infrastructure demonstrated by the RT-LA project can be brought into action rapidly for 
watertable management. If a sustained groundwater pumping program is adopted in the 
future, reverse osmosis desalinisation of recovered groundwater would be a viable option.
The immediate actions which will allow integration of salinity, waterlogging and flooding 
control as well as providing cost-effective solutions to new water supplies, are centred on 
surface water management. The RT-LA project has identified a combination of surface water 
engineering solutions to enable management of the town’s surface water that can provide an 
additional effective 50 ML/yr which is about 130 per cent of the total existing demand.
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1. Introduction 
1.1 B ac kground 
This project aimed to devise solutions for potential and existing townsite salinity problems as 
well as developing new locally-based water resources for 15 participating rural towns in the 
Western Australian wheatbelt. New research and existing knowledge were used to identify 
water management options and construct townsite Water Management Plans (WMPs) that 
focus on improved and integrated water management strategies.
Dowerin is located about 140 km north-east of Perth (Figure 1) and has a population of 450
residents. The Shire has been involved in the Rural Towns Program since 1998.
The Department of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA), with project partners: CSIRO, CRC 
LEME, UWA and the WA Chemistry Centre was responsible for delivery. The project was
funded by the Western Australian Government, 15 Local Government Authorities and the 
National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality (NAP). Other major stakeholders were the 
Avon Catchment Council (ACC), the Northern Agricultural Catchments Council (NACC), the 
South West Catchments Council (SWCC) and South Coast Natural Resource Management
(SCNRM).
1.2 Water management objec tives  
The objective for Dowerin is to devise a Water Management Plan that will: 
 identify opportunities for groundwater and surface water resource development, 
primarily for townsite irrigation
 manage salinisation and waterlogging; and 
 identify socio-economic opportunities associated with water resources.
A workshop was held with the Shire of Dowerin and the Project Planning Team on
23 November 2005 to identify priorities with which to guide this Water Management Plan. A
summary of outcomes from the workshop is in Appendix B. The main priorities and issues 
identified were:
 investigate strategies to control shallow watertables and waterlogging
 use latest research findings to target various sources contributing to flooding and 
inundation in the lower townsite
 maximise opportunities for water harvesting, treatment, utilisation and re-use
 link the townsite salinity and water control plans to protect the Tin Dog Creek Reserve
 investigate ways to use scheme water conservatively
 integrate CBH water harvesting within water management solutions
 identify the costs of feasible surface water management options
 investigate and rectify possible contamination of groundwater from septic systems.
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Figure 1 Locations of Dowerin and other towns participating in the project.
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Figure 2 Dowerin townsite and its key water management features (see Appendix C).
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1.3 P urpos e of the Water Management P lan 
The Water Management Plan for Dowerin is based on eight technical reports covering the 
following topics. The reports are appendixed to this report:
 A brief socio-economic report and Shire Consultation (Appendix A and B)
 Surface water management (Appendix C)
 Dowerin geophysics (Appendix D)
 Groundwater management options (Appendix E)
 Assessment of infrastructure damage (Appendix F)
 Groundwater quality (Appendix G)
 Urban water balance study (Appendix H)
 Methodology for assessment of water management options (Appendix I).
Based on these technical reports the purpose of the Water Management Plan is to:
1. Recommend priority water management options for controlling salinity and
developing new water supplies
2. Present preliminary engineering designs for water management options
3. Present a cost analysis for the recommended water management options.
1.4 S ummary of the is s ues  
While many towns in the agricultural region of Western Australia have limited or expensive 
water supplies, they also have problems caused by too much water—usually salinity, 
waterlogging and inundation. These excess water problems result in damage to the 
environment and infrastructure. Can the excess water causing the damage be diverted to 
augment supplies?
Even in small towns, we can expect the hydrological systems to be complex. Water comes 
into town in several ways: as rain falling directly, as surface water run-on, groundwater 
inflows from surrounding catchments and as piped water supplies (commonly referred to as 
'scheme water'). It is likely that all of these sources contribute to some degree to the salinity, 
waterlogging and inundation problems. General descriptions of what is meant by the terms 
inundation, salinity and waterlogging and their main causes are described in Box 1.
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Box 1
General definitions and descriptions of processes
An area covered in water is said to be inundated. The water may be flowing or stationary (in which case it is 
ponded). The source of the water may be:
 rain falling directly on the area
 surface water inflow from surrounding upslope areas
 water overflowing the banks of a natural or manmade watercourse (such overbank flow is called flooding), 
or
 a combination of more than one of these sources.
It is also possible for groundwater discharge to contribute to surface inundation, but in Western Australian 
wheatbelt towns this would usually be a small component. However, a rise in watertable level below an area 
can worsen its risk of inundation because there is less capacity in the soil for storing infiltrating surface water.
~
Most Western Australian salinity problems are caused by groundwater, but the processes involved can 
change from site to site. Commonly, the salinisation is a result of either rises in watertable or increases in 
pressure of deep groundwater systems, or a combination of both. The extra water causing the salinisation can 
enter the groundwater systems close to or far away from the problem area.
~
In towns, 'rising damp' can affect buildings, roads and paved areas. The problem is sometimes referred to as 
waterlogging and can be caused by:
 water perching above a shallow, low permeability layer such as bedrock, cemented soils, or a clay layer or
 elevated watertables or high groundwater pressure.
The water may be fresh or saline.
Two conventional approaches to reducing the damage are:
 diverting water before it reaches an area of inundation, salinisation or 
waterlogging
 removing or diverting water from the affected site.
In general, we can expect impacts to be reduced if the water is diverted before it reaches the 
problem area. As a general rule, we can also expect the water quality to be better the earlier
it is diverted. This means that we need to identify the sources of water causing problems and 
then to assess whether there are opportunities for diverting it and using it as a source of 
irrigation water.
Accomplishing this depends on sound information on when, where and how much each 
water source contributes to problems. For instance, is the water causing a salinity problem 
solely from rain falling on the town, or from over-irrigated gardens, or from surface water or 
groundwater inflows from surrounding agricultural areas? Or are there a combination of 
sources, and if so, what are their relative contributions?
Townsite catchments produce runoff from low intensity or infrequent rainfall events because 
water flows off the streets, roofs and other hard surfaces within towns. Unlike many farmland 
catchments, runoff from townsites is relatively high quality; without salt, sediment or debris 
which often contaminates dams in the wheatbelt. 
These are essential reasons why water harvesting from townsites is a major advance over 
the more traditional dam and catchment strategies.
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The Rural Towns – Liquid Assets (RT-LA) project aims to provide Water Management Plans
for towns in Western Australia. In order to produce these plans, the project undertook a 
number of investigations to address this need to identify the sources of problem water and 
the available methods of diverting it. Such studies were carried out for the town of Dowerin 
(they are documented in the appendices of this report) and were used as the basis of the 
Water Management Plan.
A set of principles has been adopted in drafting the RT-LA’s Water Management Plans. They 
are listed in Box 2
Box 2
Principles guiding RT-LA Water Management Plans
Water is valuable: minimise unnecessary water use and pollution.
 Excess groundwater recharge commonly causes problems: minimise recharge unless an ecosystem or 
water supply is dependent on it.
 Reduce surface water flows where they cause damage but maintain good quality surface water flows to 
dependent ecosystems.
 Minimise use of scheme water for non-drinking quality purposes, such as irrigation.
Assessing impacts of management changes
Ideally, any water management changes would neither create nor worsen any problems. However, we can 
aim to identify the likely environmental, social and economic impacts (whether positive or negative) of any 
proposed changes so that they can be taken into consideration by decision-makers.
The demands driving water management changes tend to be social or economic (for example, shortage of 
dam or bore water for irrigating sports grounds, or the high cost of using scheme water for irrigation).
However, there is a need to consider any environmental, social and economic implications these changes 
generate.
The establishment and maintenance of town amenities imposes changes on the quantity and quality of the
surface and groundwater systems underlying and surrounding the town. The changes are commonly 
detrimental and can result in degradation of natural and man-made infrastructure.
RT-LA plans are designed to enhance land condition, not to trigger or exacerbate existing asset degradation.
Encourage adoption of Water Corporation Waterwise and DAFWA Waterwise=Saltwise guidelines for 
households, businesses, schools and councils.
Practical approaches to applying principles:
 reduce dependence on scheme water. Supplement with harvested surface and groundwater
 reduce local recharge and associated salinity, waterlogging and flooding, by irrigating less frequently
 ensure no infiltration from leaky manmade drainage, pipework and storage systems
 reduce wastewater volumes, thus reducing the need for excess treatment and storage capacity;
 minimise evaporation losses from water supply storages by covering dams or using tanks.
Benefits are likely to be:
 increased volume of water available for watering townsite amenities such as recreational areas
 less dependence on high quality and expensive scheme water for irrigation purposes
 less townsite salinity, flooding and waterlogging
 a ‘greener, softer, cooler’ townscape in which to live and work - and one which is more attractive to
visitors
 more water available for environmental flows or commercial uses.
Costs may include:
 time and money spent in establishing more efficient water management systems and practices
 less wastewater from the treatment plant available for recycling
 cost of professionally designed and constructed infrastructure.
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2. Towns ite water management concerns  
Water-related problems identified by the Dowerin Shire Council and community were: 
damage to buildings and roads in the main commercial area; flooding of some areas of the 
townsite including the main street; salinity affecting the Tin Dog Creek Nature Reserve and 
the golf course; and the high cost of scheme water (Appendix F). The volume of Goldfields 
scheme water imported to Dowerin during 2003–2006 averaged 102 ML/yr (Appendix H). 
The Dowerin Shire component of this averages 12 ML and costs the Shire about $12 000 per 
year. 
There are no formal records of the flooding events that have affected the Dowerin townsite. 
Anecdotal evidence, including community memories and photographs are the main sources 
of information. The most recent floods were in 1996, 1999 (several events) and in 2000.
Visible water damage to roads and buildings in the townsite caused by inundation, 
waterlogging or salinity has been documented but not their rates of increase. It is not known 
whether the damage is stable, or increasing.
Effects of salinity can be seen in the Tin Dog Creek Reserve and on the Dowerin golf course 
as well as on nearby agricultural land. The most useful maps of salinity are generally those 
based on impacts observed in the field or on aerial photographs. Regional maps produced by 
analysing satellite imagery (referred to as Land Monitor maps) were made for images taken 
in 1991 and 1998 but these are known to contain errors, and are now out of date. Recent 
‘Quickbird’ imagery provides the most up to-date salt affected land information. Maps can be 
based on series of soil salinity measurements, but no systematic soil salinity survey has 
been carried out for Dowerin and environs.
Maps can also be based on interpolating groundwater level and salinity measurements 
between piezometer sites and such a salinity risk map has been prepared for Dowerin along 
with estimates of damage cost to infrastructure (Appendix F), geophysical surveys 
(Appendix D) can map the electrical conductivity of the ground and subsurface structural 
controls on groundwater flow.
Since saline land is one of the possible causes of high conductivity levels, maps produced by 
such surveys may provide indications of distribution and severity of salinity. Geophysical 
surveys are usually carried out by taking measurements along roads and laneways to form a 
grid, and then data are interpolated between the measurement points. The reliability of the 
maps depends on the measurement points and the grid lines being close together compared 
to the scale of variation in the actual ground salinity. Although all these types of salinity maps 
provide some information on salt-affected sites, they do not tell us clearly when expansions 
in the problems have occurred (worsening every winter, or after large summer storms, or 
after inundation events, etc.) or if further increases are probable.
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3. Towns ite water s tatus  
This section presents some estimates of the status and volumes of water associated with the 
various components of Dowerin’s water balance. It is intended to place the different surface 
water sources into context and to indicate those which are suited to developing as water 
supplies.
3.1 Water inputs  
The town inputs to be estimated are:
 direct rainfall on the town
 surface water flowing into the town
 groundwater flowing into the town
 scheme water and wastewater piped into the town or to the water treatment 
plant.
3.2 S urfac e water s tatus  
Direc t rainfall volumes  on the towns ite 
The mean annual volume of rain that falls on the town was calculated, assuming the town 
covers 196 ha (the CBH depot and Dowerin Machinery Field Day site were included in the 
area, but the Tin Dog Creek Reserve and the golf course were excluded). We assumed the
daily rainfall was the same everywhere as the daily rainfall recorded in the Bureau of 
Meteorology’s gauge. The standard for rainfall analyses is to use a 30–year period, and so 
means and medians were calculated for 1977 to 2006. However, the daily record for Dowerin 
starts in 1907, and since the average for the recent 30–year period was lower than for the 
whole record, statistics for the 100 years from 1907 to 2006 were also calculated.
From 1977 to 2006, the median annual volume of rain falling on the town was 670 ML, but 
ranged from 392 ML to 1007 ML. The amounts calculated for the 1907 to 2006 record were 
716 ML, 392 ML and 1,295 ML respectively.
The largest rain event in the entire record was at the end of January 1990, when it was 
estimated that 247 ML of rain fell on the townsite following a cyclonic event. There were 
three events in the 30 year period which equalled or exceeded 160 ML, and eight in the 
whole record (one rainfall event of 82 mm generated 160 ML).
V olumes  of inflowing s urfac e water 
Surface water flows originate from the high ground to the east of the townsite, flow through 
the town to the western boundary of Dowerin before entering Tin Dog Creek, located 
approximately 500 metres to the west of the townsite. Tin Dog Creek subsequently 
discharges into Lake Dowerin, situated 5 km to the south of the townsite.
The RT-LA project has monitored runoff and surface flow volumes from the Dowerin town
catchment. Figure 3 shows an example of a runoff hydrograph from the CBH site for the
period June 2006 to May 2007 indicating a total discharge of nearly 180 ML during this 
period. This information has been useful in formulating surface strategies outlined in later 
sections. Further extensive description of the surface water catchment boundaries and their 
water yields in Dowerin are shown in Appendix C.
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Dowerin CBH Site Runoff - Comparison of Rainfall, Culvert Water Depth & Accumulated Yield
For Period 1 June 2006 To 31st May 2007 
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Figure 3 CBH hydrograph showing: flow depth, rainfall, accumulated yield and modelled harvesting 
potential. One year period: 1/6/2006 to 31/5/2007.
3.3 G roundwater s tatus  
Long term measurements of groundwater have been collected during the RT-LA project. The 
results show that the depth to watertable is strongly related to topographic location as can be 
seen in Figure 4 where watertable elevations becomes progressively shallower in the 
topographically low areas of the townsite to the west and north-west. Groundwater flow is 
most likely to come from areas upslope of the town, that is, from the north and east.
North of the town along the valley floor of the Tin Dog Creek, the pattern of salinity indicates 
that the groundwater systems are compartmentalized, and that groundwater barriers hold 
back at least some of groundwater flow. The eastern section of the town’s northern boundary 
runs along an east-west spur and there is evidence, in the form of exposed bedrock and 
shallow bedrock in drillholes on the Machinery Field Day Site that the spur is caused by a 
ridge of bedrock. Such a ridge is likely to direct groundwater from the slopes north and 
north-east of the town westwards towards the Tin Dog Creek valley, meaning that there is 
likely to be very little groundwater flow toward the townsite from the north (Figures 4a and 
4b).
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Figure 4a Distribution of deep groundwater levels in Dowerin (metres below ground level).
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Figure 4b Distribution of shallow groundwater levels in Dowerin (metres below ground level).
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Along the town’s eastern boundary, landscape features imply that the most likely inflow 
mechanisms are:
 groundwater flows into the townsite across a broad, fairly uniform front
 groundwater flow is held up behind a barrier associated with a ridge of elevated, low 
permeability bedrock
 groundwater flow is concentrated along a pervious bedrock zone underlying the valley,
or a combination of these scenarios.
Groundwater levels were recorded quarterly at 33 deep and shallow observation bores 
between 1998 and 2007. Observed trends were:
i) That watertable elevations have generally drifted slowly in response to cyclical 
rainfall/recharge effects but have not shown a consistent trend either upward or 
downward over the period.
ii) Shallow watertable elevations in lower parts of the landscape tend to respond more 
markedly to rainfall-recharge events indicating that recharge control in such areas is 
likely to be effective in lowering watertable.
iii) That shallow watertable elevations (< 2 m) have remained a consistent occurrence in 
observation bores in the west and north-western areas of the townsite. These areas 
are the most prone to salinity damage impacts (see Appendix F).
In conclusion, it is likely that inflows of groundwater to the town are negligible compared to 
other sources of town water. However, it should be noted that if groundwater barriers do exist 
above the townsite and if groundwater levels rise above them, then inflows to the town may 
increase.
3.4 S alinity and water quality 
Significant flooding events occur every few years in Dowerin with the most notable occurring 
in 1999 2000 and 2006. Figure 5 shows details of events in 2006 and 2007 along with their 
accumulated yield. Runoff generation measurements for different areas of surface water 
inflow to the town are presented in Appendix C along with identification of the most important 
source areas for each of those events. 
The available information suggests that there is little advected (lateral) groundwater inflow to 
the townsite from outside the town boundary. If this is correct, then elevated watertables 
below western parts of the townsite would be caused by recharge solely within the townsite.
Sources of recharge and waterlogging within the townsite are likely to be:
 direct infiltration of rain where it falls
 infiltration below areas subject to inundation (termed 'indirect' infiltration)
 percolation below over-irrigated vegetation
 leakage from water supply and wastewater pipes, drains, dams, pools, sumps
 limited laterally moving groundwater controlled by break-of-slope topography.
Most direct infiltration probably occurs below seasonally vegetated areas with minor amounts 
below compacted soils and well-vegetated areas, and only negligible amounts below roofs 
and paved areas. Direct infiltration of rainfall will be confined to when rainfall events occur.
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However, large summer events can have as much impact as winter rains. Indirect infiltration 
will be restricted to times and locations inundation occurs.
Recharge from over-irrigation will be restricted to areas below or close to watered 
sportsgrounds, parks and gardens. We could expect most recharge from over-irrigation to 
occur during non-rainy periods (unless watering habits are particularly profligate).
Any leakage from pipes is likely to occur throughout the year, seepage from dams, pools or 
sumps could occur whenever they contain water, but drain leakage would depend on runoff 
from recent rainfall.
Groundwater salinity in Dowerin is actually the second lowest of all fifteen towns in the 
RT-LA project, ranging in EC from 50 to 2100 mS/m (equivalent to a total dissolved solids 
range between 400 mg/L and 15 000 mg/L). The median groundwater salinity in the townsite 
is about 800 mS/m or about 4500 mg/L.
Groundwater salinity trends are steady, particularly in the deeper groundwater system. Trace 
elements, organics and microbiological status of groundwater were found to be acceptable 
for groundwater recovery for non-potable use with only minor occurrences of organics and 
microbiological contamination detected (Appendix G).
Groundwater pumping and disposal of the low salinity groundwater is not recommended at 
this time (Appendix E). However if groundwater pumping for watertable control was adopted 
the expected EC of discharge groundwater would be about 1000 mS/m (~6000 mg/L TDS). 
Reverse osmosis desalination of recovered groundwater is a technically viable option.
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3.5 Dowerin golf c ours e s alinity 
Salinity symptoms including scalding, seepage eyes and dying trees have been observed at 
the Dowerin golf course for several years. Geophysical surveys were undertaken in 
September 2005 and August 2006 to gain a better understanding of soil profiles and bedrock 
depths.
Seven monitoring bores were drill along the creekline and lower slopes on the golf course in 
July 2008. Bores have been measured for electrical conductivity (EC), and standing water 
level (SWL), at intervals since that time.
Results from these investigations indicate extensive salinity in the upper eastern part of the 
golf course. The salt is transported by water movement down the golf course. Granite 
outcrops acting as barriers to groundwater flow and have trapped salty water in the sub 
surface soil. 
T reatment rec ommendations  
 Salinity control at the golf course should focus on a combination of surface and shallow 
subsurface water control using a combination of surface water diversion to a dam 
above the golf course and a herring bone pattern of covered coil drains along the 
central creekline. Drains should be interspersed with bores establish to monitor 
existence and depth of shallow watertable and the impact drainage has on shallow 
watertables.
 Some surface water diversion banks installed at strategic points down the main 
drainage line to divert the water flow away from affected areas are also recommended.
 A damsite at the top of the golf course catchment would serve as a main storage unit 
and be designed to intercept runoff before it flows down through the golf course.
4. S urface water s ummary and recommendations  
The Project has identified a combination of surface water engineering solutions to achieve 
two major goals:
1. Reduced reliance on scheme water (currently purchased at approx $17 400 per annum
2007/08) for reticulation of the towns sporting and recreational assets
2. Reduced salinity risks due to diverting surface water away from currently adversely 
affected areas (e.g. at the golf course).
Two main surface water control strategies are recommended:
 Divert surface water flows to dams or tanks at points further along flow paths 
(see Option 1 in Section 5)
 Collect rain close to where it falls (roof tanks; tanks or dams at intervals along roads; 
tanks or dams just downslope of large areas of other hard surfaces). Details of 
rainwater tank performance are given in Appendix H).
Additional surface water harvesting opportunities have been identified which will permit the 
Shire to be less dependent on the need to use scheme water for irrigation purposes. The 
options and costs for surface water management are presented in Sections 5 and 6.
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5. G roundwater s ummary and recommendations  
Trends in the groundwater level condition in Dowerin are shown to be determined by rainfall-
recharge processes. Periods of decreasing groundwater level (e.g. 2000 to 2003) reflect the 
decrease in rainfall experienced during that period. Two subsequent periods of higher rainfall 
rates resulted in more or less steady groundwater level conditions. Large rainfall events 
induce a step change in groundwater level for several months following the event.
At the time of writing, there is no need for immediate intervention to manage groundwater 
levels in the high salinity risk area to the north-west area of the townsite. Shallow watertables
(< 2 m) have remained consistently steady in observation bores in east and north-eastern 
areas of the townsite. However, a watching brief should be maintained over groundwater 
levels.
6. W ater management options   
Water management options were formulated following investigation of current practices, and 
discussions between the planning team and Shire representatives.
Water management options are outlined below. These address resources, salinity and 
socio-economic development objectives.
6.1 S urfac e water harves ting 
Five dams are included in the surface water harvesting option:
Dam 1: Tin Dog Creek
Dam 2: New Machinery Field Day Dam
Dam 3: Proposed Metcalf Dam
Dam 4: Proposed Anderson Dam
Dam 5: Proposed CBH Sump
6.1.1 Dam 1 
Minor improvements including refurbishment of the inlet have been proposed to the 
dam located in the Tin Dog Creek Reserve.
6.1.2 Dam 2 
A cross-slope waterway has been constructed to divert flow from the north eastern 
catchment area above the Machinery Field Day site and the showground runoff water.
This new supply will offset scheme water currently used irrigate parks, gardens and 
recreation grounds.
6.1.3 Dam 3 
Excess water from Dam 2 will be pumped to a proposed new dam (Metcalf Dam) to be 
constructed near the golf course. This dam will also be used to irrigate recreation 
areas, including the town oval and possibly, sites within the golf course.
6.1.4 Dam 4 
A new 15 ML dam is recommend to be excavated in Anderson’s paddock, south of the 
Wyalkatchem-Goomalling Road to harvest water from the Meckering and Wyalkatchem 
Roads.
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6.1.5 Dam 5 
A lined sump to be constructed immediately south of the CBH facility. A plastic or 
concrete liner will be required in recognition of the shallow watertable present at this 
site. A high performance pump will transfer to Dam 2. Subject to Dam 5 proceeding, 
runoff from the central townsite also be also directed to it.
The Stewart Street drain is to be re-graded/upgraded (cut and filled) to improve 
stormwater flow north and west to the proposed CBH sump. 
6.2 Option 2:  G roundwater pumping 
No groundwater pumping or drainage options are recommended at this stage. However 
groundwater pumping tests have been undertaken in the townsite and have confirmed the 
viability of this strategy. Should groundwater pumping ever become necessary then it is 
recommended the Stewart Street bore (Production Bore 1) be equipped to pump at 
0.3 L/second.
Groundwater may be disposed of by: 
 discharging to Dowerin Lake (a Notification of Intention to Pump or Drain Saline Water 
will be required before this option is implemented)
 shandying with Dam 2 water
 desalination.
6.3 Other water management options  
 Waterwise = Saltwise. Plant drought tolerant or salt tolerant species following 
guidelines in the DAFWA Bulletin #4628 
http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/content/HORT/FLOR/BULLETIN4628.PDF
and other material from the Dowerin Waterwise = Saltwise workshop held in 2004 .
 Relocation of existing water treatment dam and associated storage dam from Tin Dog 
Creek.
 Optimise irrigation scheduling and water use efficiency so not to over water 
sportsground, parks and gardens.
 Construct a waterway in Pickering’s paddock to take overflow from Dam 2 (Machinery 
Field Day Dam) west into Tin Dog Creek. Upgrade the culverts on Koorda Rd and 
railway north of the CBH site to eliminate flooding of small culverts on east side of road.
 Design reticulation system to couple and integrate water pipelines for all 5 dams.
 Install a coil drainage system to control golf course salinity and waterlogging. Plant salt 
and waterlog tolerant native perennials along the golf course creekline.
 Divert catchment water above the golf course into the proposed Metcalf Dam.
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7. S ummaris ed water management cos ts  
Table 1 Capital costs
Capital items Details Estimated cost($)
Tin Dog Creek Dam #1 i) Refurbish old inlet structure
ii) Upgrade pump
3 000
2 500
Existing Machinery Field Day Dam #2 (constructed under 
RT-LA 2006)
Excavation
Pipe Inlet structure
Design and supervision
53 000
15 000
8 000
School Tanks A
Pipe work
25 000
750
School Tanks B
Pipe work 
25 000
750
Proposed Metcalf Dam #3 Construction
Design and Supervision
Inlet Structure
105 000
12 000
20 000
Proposed Anderson Dam #4 Construction
Design and Supervision
Inlet Structure
80 000
10 000
18 000
Proposed CBH Sump Construction
Design and Supervision
Inlet Structure
27 000
3 000
3 000
Existing cross-slope waterway (constructed under RT-LA 
2006)
Acting as diversion bank 3 000
Upgrade Stewart St main drain Cut and Fill 4 000
Promote Waterwise Strategies Waterwise = Saltwise Bulletin
Raintank Software
Optimise irrigation scheduling
1 000
(est’d)
Upgrade culverts on Koorda Rd and railway. Construction
Design and Supervision
TBA
Design reticulation system to connect all 5 dams Consultancy 4 000
8. Analys is  of water management options  
Dowerin has a total existing demand of 39 ML/year (see water balance, Appendix H). The 
total scheme water consumption within the town is 102 ML/yr, comprising 39 ML for indoor
(household) use and 69 ML/yr of outdoor use.
Of the 69 ML/yr for outdoor use, 12 ML/yr is consumed by the Shire. The remaining 57 ML/yr
of scheme water is used outdoors by local residents and businesses.
27 ML/yr is supplied by local dams (figure based on 50 per cent of dam capacity), and 12 ML
is provided by imported scheme water.
Dowerin has the potential to increase the demand by an additional 10.5 ML/year to 
49.5 ML/year1.
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The potential shortfall of 22.5 ML would be made up by proposed water supply 
improvements summarised in Table 2 below.
Table 2 Water yields from existing and proposed works
Option
Dam storage 
volume
(ML)
Catchment description 
and area
(ha)
Average 
estimated 
yield 
(ML/year)
Effective 
volume2
(50% of dam 
volume ML)
Proportion of 
total existing 
demand
(%)
Town Dam 30 North eastern catchment, 
townsite 'Area B' and CBH 
sealed surfaces
240 15 38
Catchment Dam 7 North eastern catchment 
and townsite 'Area B' and 
CBH sealed surfaces
3.5 9
Machinery Field 
Day Dam
17 Eastern catchment 
Machinery Field Day site
400
- 8.5 22
Proposed 
Anderson Dam
15 Townsite 'Area C' sealed 
surfaces
35
70 7.5 19
Proposed Metcalf 
Dam
20 Additional storage to 
supplement Machinery 
Field Day Dam and Town 
Dam.
Portion of north eastern 
catchment
Water 
pumped from 
the Machinery 
Field Day
Dam
10 26
Proposed CBH 
Sump
10 - - 5 13
TOTALS 99 - 310 49.5 127
1. Based on potential total locally supplied water plus imported water.
2. Effective volume assumes 50 per cent losses from total dam storage volume.
8.1 C os t effec tivenes s  
Installation of the proposed Metcalf Dam (Dam #3) would provide an additional 10 ML
(effective) of water from the new 20 ML storage unit. This would deliver 26 per cent of the 
town’s total existing demand. With a $135 000 all up capital cost for Metcalf Dam and 
calculated over 30 years, it would equate to $0.45/kL annualised cost in today’s terms.
This option compares favourably with the reported average cost of $1.00/kL paid currently by 
the Shire for scheme water whenever locally sourced irrigation water runs out.
A similar analysis for the proposed Anderson Dam (19 per cent of existing demand) and the 
proposed CBH sump (5 per cent of existing demand) returns figures of $0.48/kL and 
$0.22/kL respectively, as annualised costs of producing water from local sources.
At an average cost of $0.40/kL per annum to produce locally sourced water, this represents a 
saving of approximately $0.60/kL on the purchase of scheme water or a total saving of $7200 
per year. The equation will shift more in favour of locally sourced irrigation water as the cost 
of scheme water increases and supplies become less available.
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9. R ecommendations  
At the time of writing there was no need for direct intervention to manage groundwater 
levels. However, bore water levels should continue to be monitored and if rising 
watertables are detected, the option of pumping groundwater may be employed.
On the other hand a number of engineering solutions to manage the town’s surface 
water have been recommended:
 Install a sump adjacent to the CBH facility to harvest irrigation quality water from the 
site. This will also reduce recharge to the watertable in the Tin Dog Creek Reserve.
 Modify the drainage in East Street to enable water harvesting from the sealed surfaces 
south of Government Road.
 Construct a new dam in Anderson’s paddock to hold water harvested from the sealed 
surfaces south of Government Road.
 Construct a new dam in Metcalf’s paddock to store water pumped up from the new 
dam on the Machinery Field Day site. Water may also be transferred to this point from 
the proposed CBH sump and the proposed Anderson Dam.
 Connect all the dams to Metcalf Dam to provide a flexible storage capability that can 
gravity feed the towns reticulation needs.
By implementing recommendations above an additional 50 ML of water storage will be 
provided. This represents a doubling of the Shire’s current storage capacity and should 
enable the dependence on scheme water for irrigation purposes to be eliminated.
10. R eferences  
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1. Introduction 
This report details outcomes of socio-economic analyses conducted for the Shire of Dowerin 
in February 2007. Results of a desktop study are outlined, incorporating data relating to key 
regional trends and indicators (population, age, household structure, education, employment, 
industry, infrastructure, tourism and recreation), and climate and water. Also discussed are 
findings from a telephone survey of a range of local stakeholders, including the Shire CEO, 
town residents, farmers, industry and community and/or sporting groups. This survey aimed 
to gain an overview of local attitudes associated with water use, management and supply in 
the town. Views about waterlogging, salinisation, reuse of abstracted/treated water, and 
possible industrial/commercial developments arising from new water production were also 
sought. The report concludes with a summary of key results and considerations.
It is important to note that this research is designed to obtain a brief overview of the 
socio-economic context of the Shire to guide the direction and focus of future research. It is 
therefore limited in terms of the breadth and depth of understanding it offers, and the reader 
should bear in mind that many of the issues discussed require further investigation and 
confirmation through more comprehensive analysis.
2. Methodology 
The socio-economic analyses were conducted in two phases. The first phase involved a 
desktop study of the Shire, compiling available, relevant statistical and archival data to gain a 
background understanding of the study area. Statistical data was primarily obtained from the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics, State Government agencies, and Shire and regional 
websites. Information pertained to levels and trends for population characteristics, household 
structure, education, employment (and unemployment), income and local industry. Local 
level data was compared to regional and state level data where appropriate. This data was 
supplemented with information about Shire infrastructure, tourism and recreation, and 
relevant climate and water details.
The second phase involved a telephone survey to gain local views and experiences about 
water use, management and supply in the town, as well as thoughts on local salinity, and 
possible reuse of abstracted/treated water and new industrial/commercial developments 
arising from new water production. The survey sample was designed to ensure a 
cross-section of views was represented in the study. The Shire CEO was interviewed for a 
local government perspective, and several representatives from town residents, local 
landholders, business and community and/or sporting groups were randomly selected for 
interview through White Pages and Yellow Pages directories. There were a number of 
shared questions for each stakeholder group; however questions were also designed to elicit 
specific information from each group as required (see Attachment 1 for the survey 
questionnaires). 
A total of 11 interviews were completed for Dowerin. All participants were informed of the 
nature and purpose of the research, and assured confidentiality of their responses before the 
interview commenced. A strict communications protocol was followed prior to the 
commencement of the telephone survey in which the Shire CEO was informed of the 
purpose of the survey, when it was due to commence, and when all interviews had been 
completed. Following this, a summary of key results was compiled and given to the Shire for 
reference prior to completion of the final report.
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3. Town information 
The Shire of Dowerin is located in the central wheatbelt of Western Australia, 140 km north-
east of Perth. The Shire covers approximately 1863 km². Approximately 782 people live in 
the Shire of Dowerin, with around 354 of these living in the town centre (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics [ABS] 2001a 2001b). Dowerin townsite is the only town within the Shire. It is found 
at the intersection of Goomalling–Merredin Road and Dowerin–Meckering Road (Whereis
2005). Dowerin is the host of the Machinery Field Days and during this two day event the 
population of Dowerin can swell to over 15 000 (Travelmate 2007).
During the 1800s, the Dowerin locality was thoroughfare for gold miners on their way to the 
Yilgarn goldfields (Tourism Western Australia 2007). During this period, one of Dowerin’s 
creeks became known as ‘Tin Dog Creek,’ so named because this area was a common 
disposal location for the tinned beef cans of the miners as they passed through. Dowerin was 
first settled in 1897 for agriculture; however, the town centre was not developed until 1906, 
when the now Northam–Wyalkatchem–Merredin railway line was extended beyond 
Goomalling. After the extension of the railway line, Dowerin grew quickly, owing to its 
increased accessibility and enhanced trade opportunities. In a short period, businesses were 
established that were able to cater for the majority of the town’s needs. 
Although the main tourist event in Dowerin is the Machinery Field Day there are a number of 
other tourist attractions in this locality (Shire of Dowerin 2006). At the western entrance of the 
town students from the Dowerin District High School designed a ‘tin’ sculpture of ‘Rusty’ the 
dog, to highlight the historical significance of Tin Dog Creek. This has since become a local 
icon. Other attractions of historical significance are the District Museum; the Rabbit Proof 
Fence No. 2; the Namelcatchem Reserve and well; the Daren Lakes; Anderson Hall; and a 
number of church buildings built during the early 1900s.
4. Demographic trends  and indicators 1
4.1 P opulation c harac teris tic s  
 
On census night in August 2001, 782 individuals were counted in the Shire of Dowerin, with 
354 of these living in the town centre (ABS 2001a 2001b). The Shire’s population represents 
0.2 per cent of the population of regional Australia and 0.04 per cent of the state’s population 
(ABS 2006a; Shire of Dowerin 2005). The median age of those living in the Shire of Dowerin 
was reported by the ABS as 35.5 in 2004–05, on par with the median age of those in 
Western Australia at 35.6 (ABS 2006b). Census data from 2001 indicate that there are 
slightly more males than females (407 males and 375 females). Between 1991 and 2001 the 
Shire’s population has decreased by 10.63 per cent (see Table A1). The male population has 
been decreasing slightly more rapidly than the female population over this time period.
                                        
1 In this report, statistics are presented in relation to both the Shire of Dowerin, and the inner town centre. 
Although most of the information presented will relate to the entire Shire, when information is specific to the 
inner town centre, this will be made explicit.
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Table A1 Population over time in Dowerin (ABS 2001a)
1991 1996 2001 % C hange1991–2001
Male 456 433 407 -10.75
F emale 419 389 375 -10.50
T otal 875 822 782 -10.63
Note: These figures include overseas visitors in counts.
A 10 year analysis of the estimated resident population in the Shire of Dowerin suggests that 
in the period from 1995 to 2005, the population had an overall decline rate of 1.3 per cent per 
annum (Department of Local Government and Regional Development [DLGRD] 2005). 
According to this data, the population appears to have stabilised, with no further decrease in 
population between 2003 and 2005. This information is presented graphically in Figure A1.
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Figure A1 Estimated resident population 1995–2005 (DLGRD 2005).
4.2 Age 
Although the most dominant age group represented in the Shire of Dowerin is those aged 
25–54, almost one third of the Shire’s population are under the age of 22 (ABS 2001a; Shire 
of Dowerin 2005). Children under the age of 10 represent 17 per cent of the total population. 
In contrast, only 11 per cent are of retiring age (65+). The majority of age groups represented 
have all declined relative to the 1996 census data, consistent with the overall population 
decline in this Shire. There has been a radical decline in the numbers of 15–19 year olds 
since 1991, which likely reflects national trends of youth migration. Further, the most 
consistent population declines in this Shire have occurred for those aged 24 and under, 
giving further support for national trends of youth migration and an ageing population. For 
those aged 30–39, a major population decrease was exhibited after 1991, although numbers 
have stabilised since then. In contrast to general Shire trends, the numbers of people in the 
45–49; 50–54; 70–74 and 80–84 age groups have increased since 1991. Specifically, those 
in the 45–49 age range have demonstrated consistently high levels of increase since 1991. 
Increases in the 70+ age groups may have resulted from the Shire’s recent efforts to attract 
older residents to the area (Personal communication, Shire CEO February 2007). Population 
trends relative to age group classifications are presented in Figure A2.
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Total Population by Age in Dowerin
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Figure A2 Total population by age in Dowerin (ABS 2001a).
4.3 E thnic ity 
A significantly high 94.0 per cent of those living in the Shire of Dowerin are Australian born, 
with only 7.2 per cent born overseas (ABS 2001a). Although 4.75 per cent of those born 
overseas did not state their country of birth, the most popularly cited birthplace other than 
Australia was the United Kingdom (3.98 per cent). Comparatively small numbers of people 
(seven individuals or less) cited birthplaces including New Zealand, the Netherlands, 
Malaysia and Germany (Figure A3).
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Figure A3 Country of birth excluding Australia (ABS 2001a).
4.4 R eligion 
There seems to be a significant Anglican influence in the Shire of Dowerin, with 32.0 per cent 
of the total population of Dowerin Shire affiliating with this religious group (ABS 2001a). 
There were also 18.5 per cent of people identifying with the Uniting Church, 15.5 per cent 
affiliating with no religious group, 12.9 per cent identifying themselves as belonging to the 
Catholic Church, and 1.7 per cent affiliating with the Church of Christ (see Figure A4).
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Figure A4 Religious affiliation (ABS 2001a).
4.5 Marital s tatus  
In the Shire of Dowerin, 62.1 per cent of individuals aged 15 and over were married; 27.3 per 
cent had never been married; 4.4 per cent were separated or divorced; and 4.2 per cent 
were widowed (ABS 2001a). Relative to Australia wide statistics, a much greater proportion 
of people in Dowerin were married than in wider Australia, and a much smaller proportion 
were separated or divorced. The Australia-wide statistics for these classifications were 
51.4 per cent married and 10.8 per cent separated or divorced (ABS 2006c). In the Shire of 
Dowerin, although the relative proportions of males to females in the ‘married,’ ‘separated,’ 
‘divorced’ and ‘widowed’ categories were roughly similar, the number of males (110) who had 
never been married was almost double the number of females (58) in this category 
(Figure A5). 
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Figure A5 Marital status and gender (2001a) (ABS 2001a).
4.6 Hous ehold s truc ture 
The household structure found to be most typical was couple families, either with or without 
children (ABS 2001a). On census night 2001, it was recorded that 72.9 per cent of the 
occupied households in Dowerin were family households and 23.2 per cent were lone person 
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households (no group households were found in Dowerin). Of the 232 families counted on 
census night, 47.8 per cent of these were couple families with children; 40.5 per cent 
represented couple families without children; 9.9 per cent were one parent families; and 
1.7 per cent was other families (Figure A6 [ABS 2006b]).
Family Structure (2001)
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Figure A6 Family structure 2001 (ABS 2006b).
4.7 E duc ation 
The Shire of Dowerin has one combined primary-secondary school (ABS 2006b). The 
Dowerin District High School can provide education up to a year 10 level; however, if 
students want to continue their education to year 12, Northam District High School is located 
approximately 70 km from Dowerin (Shire of Dowerin 2005). The Telecentre in Dowerin 
makes TAFE courses available from the CY O’Connor College of TAFE in Northam. 
Alternatively, those wanting to complete a TAFE certificate can travel to Northam for internal 
study. Muresk Agricultural College is also located in Northam and the Cunderdin Agricultural 
College is a 45 minute drive from Dowerin for agriculture-specific further education. The vast 
majority of those living in Dowerin possessed either a Year 10 or Year 12 level of schooling.
This trend was consistent across gender (Figure A7 [ABS 2006b]).
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Figure A7 Highest level of schooling completed 2001 (ABS 2006).
For those still attending school, although the numbers of children attending pre-school and 
primary school are declining, perhaps reflective of the declining population numbers of 
individuals under the age of 12, the numbers of students attending secondary school, TAFE 
and university have all increased over the 1996–2001 period (Figure A8 [ABS 2006b]).
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Figure A8 Type of educational institution attending (ABS 2006b).
According to the 2001 Census data, 33.0 per cent of the Dowerin Shire population 
possessed some form of post-school qualification (ABS 2006b). The most common post-
school qualification was a certificate-level qualification, perhaps owing to the town’s proximity 
to the CY O’Connor TAFE and the availability of TAFE courses through the Dowerin 
Telecentre (Figure A9 [Shire of Dowerin 2005]). Advanced diploma or diploma and Bachelor 
Degree qualifications were completed by 5.2 per cent and 5.3 per cent of the Dowerin 
population respectively. Graduate diploma and postgraduate levels of qualification were 
much less common (both 0.5 per cent). However, these statistics may be misleading as they 
do not account for those students who have left the area to pursue higher education 
opportunities.
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Figure A9 Post-school qualifications (ABS 2006b).
4.8 E mployment 
In the period 1996 to 2001, overall employment in the Shire of Dowerin has been relatively 
stable (Figure A10 [ABS 2001a]). Male employment has decreased slightly and female 
unemployment has increased slightly over this period. Even though male employment levels 
have decreased, this does not seem to be reflective of increased levels of unemployment 
since Figure A11 shows that male unemployment has declined in this period. Instead, the 
slight decrease in employment for males may actually reflect the slightly higher rate of 
population decline for males relative to females (as summarised in Table A1). Approximately 
3.5 per cent of people aged 15 and over in Dowerin are unemployed, which is much lower 
than the 7.4 per cent unemployed in wider Australia (ABS 2006c).
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Figure A10 Shire of Dowerin employment (ABS 2001a).
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Figure A11 Shire of Dowerin unemployment (ABS 2001a).
4.9 L abour forc e 
In the week prior to census night 2001, 428 people in Dowerin were in the labour force (ABS
2001a). In total 68.9 per cent of these were employed full-time, 25.9 per cent worked 
part-time, 3.5 per cent were unemployed and 1.6 per cent were employed but did not state 
the hours worked. As can be seen in Figure A12, many more males than females are 
involved in full-time employment and many more females than males are employed part-
time. Approximately half of the females in the labour force were employed full-time, with the 
other half being employed part-time. The majority of males worked full-time, with very few 
employed part-time.
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Figure A12 Labour force status 2001 (ABS 2001a).
There has been a steady increase in the number of people employed part-time in Dowerin, 
and a slight decline in the number of people employed full-time (Figure A13 [ABS 2001a]). 
The rise in part-time employment levels is likely to be a reflection of the consistently 
increasing number of females employed part-time over this time period. Although the 
numbers of males employed part-time has been relatively consistent from 1996 to 2001, the 
number of females employed part-time has increased from 50 in 1996 to 76 in 2001. This 
may reflect the increase in the number of women entering the workforce and their general 
preference for part-time, rather than full-time employment. The increased tendency for 
women to participate in off-farm employment part-time (to supplement household income) 
may also account somewhat for this trend. 
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Figure A13 Labour force status 1991–2001 (ABS 2001a).
4.10 Inc ome 
The average individual annual taxable income for all taxpayers in the Shire of Dowerin was 
reported by the ABS in 2003 to be $33 525 (ABS 2006b). This average income level is 
significantly lower than that of the state and country in 2003, which were reported as $40 187 
and $40 829 respectively (2006c). Although the average income for Dowerin has been 
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increasing over the 2000–2003 period, the most rapid increase was seen from 2000–2001. 
More recently, however, the average income seems to have stabilised according to the 
2002-2003 statistics (Figure A14). 
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Figure A14 Average individual annual taxable income (ABS 2006b).
4.11 Indus try 
In the Shire of Dowerin, the most popular industry of employment was agriculture, employing 
33.7 per cent of the population over 15 years of age (ABS 2001a). At a much distant second 
was Education, employing 4.6 per cent of Dowerin’s working-age population. Other common
industries of employment were: Hunting and Trapping (3.9 per cent); Personal and 
Household Good Retailing (2.9 per cent); and Government Administration (2.3 per cent). As 
can be seen in Figure A15, industries expanding over the 1991–2001 period include: Retail 
trade; Communication Services; Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants; and Cultural and 
Recreational Services.
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Figure A15 Industry employment (excluding agriculture) 1991–2001 (ABS 2001a).
For both males and females, the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing sector was the most 
popular industry of employment, employing 66 per cent of males and 43 per cent of females 
(Figure A16 [ABS 2001a]). In terms of other industries popular for females, Education was by 
far the most popular alternative industry (14 per cent), followed by the Retail Trade industry 
(10.5 per cent). For males, the most popular alternative industry was the Retail Trade 
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industry (7.2 per cent); followed by Wholesale Trade and Construction (4.4 per cent of males 
each); and Manufacturing or Government Administration and Defence (4 per cent of males 
each).
Industry of Employment by Gender (Excluding Agriculture)
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Figure A16 Industry employment by gender (excluding agriculture) (ABS 2001a).
4.12 Oc c upation 
In the Shire of Dowerin, the most frequently cited occupations for employed persons were 
Managers and Administrators (31.2 per cent); Intermediate Clerical, Sales and Service 
Workers (7.2 per cent) and Labourers and Related Workers (7.2 per cent) (Figure A17 [ABS
2001a]). The most popular occupation for both males and females was Management and 
Administration, however many more males than females were in this occupation Also, those 
working in trades and as labourers were predominantly male. Intermediate Clerical Sales and 
Professional occupations, on the other hand, were dominated by females.
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Figure A17 Occupation and gender in 2001 (ABS 2001a).
4.13 V alue of agric ultural produc tion 
In 2002, there were an estimated 154 registered farms in the Shire of Dowerin (Shire of 
Dowerin 2005). The total value of agricultural production for the Dowerin Shire in the year 
ending 30 June 2001 was $36.4 million (ABS 2006b). Of this, $29.9 million came from crops; 
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$2.9 million from livestock and other slaughterings; and $3.6 million from livestock products 
(Figure A18). The main crops grown in this area are wheat and lupins. Livestock produce is 
derived from wool, pigs, sheep, and lambs.
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Figure A18 Value of agricultural production (ABS 2006b).
Historically, sheep, meat and wool productions have shown a significant decline since the 
1990s as the returns from these activities have decreased, reducing the viability of these 
agricultural pursuits (Russel 2005). Coinciding with this decline has been an increase in crop 
production in the Northam Advisory District which includes the locality of Dowerin. In the 
future a reversal of this trend may be observed if prices for meat and wool products increase 
(Russel 2005).
4.14 Trans port and c ommunic ation 
Dowerin has a fairly comprehensive internal road network as well as rail facilities for bulk 
grain freight and a local air strip (Shire of Dowerin 2005). Communications infrastructure 
including reliable internet access, daily mail service, all free-to-air television stations and 
radio stations as well as access to Foxtel® is also available. 
4.15 Health S ervic es  
For emergencies, there is an ambulance based in Dowerin (Shire of Dowerin 2005). For 
general health care, one doctor each from Wyalkatchem and Goomalling provide services to 
the area and visit weekly. The Goomalling Health Service is not a great distance from 
Dowerin (22 km) and is available for more urgent appointments. The nearby Wyalkatchem, 
Koorda and Districts Hospital (18 minutes from Dowerin) does provide a 24 hour emergency 
service, however more comprehensive hospital services are offered by Northam Regional 
Hospital which is 75 km south-west of Dowerin. A dental surgery has been established in the 
Dowerin townsite and a dentist visits on demand. 
4.16 R ec reation 
Dowerin has a variety of sporting clubs including badminton, basketball, bowling, cricket, 
football, go-carting, golf, hockey, tennis, rifle, salt-lake sailing, swimming and netball clubs 
(Shire of Dowerin 2005). Other clubs include the Dowerin Art Group (DAGS), the Dowerin 
Drama and Musical Society, and the Dowerin Craft Club.
5.  Telephone s urvey 
Further to the desktop study, community stakeholders from the Dowerin Shire were 
contacted to participate in a short telephone interview in February 2007. The purpose of the 
interviews was to gain an understanding of local attitudes and views towards water use, 
management and supply in the town. A total of 11 interviews were conducted for this part of 
the study. Those participating included the Dowerin CEO, three town residents, three 
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farmers, three representatives from the industry sector, and one individual from a community 
(sporting) group. Only a small sample of the Dowerin Shire population was surveyed in this 
preliminary investigation and therefore the opinions described in this report are not 
necessarily representative of the entire Shire. The following is a review of the survey 
findings. 
All participants in the survey sample were serviced by the scheme water system and most 
participants also owned a rainwater tank. All of the town residents used scheme water for 
drinking, and the two residents with rainwater tanks used this water only on their gardens.
Commercial and residential consumers tended to use scheme water for all purposes. 
Conversely, most of the farmers preferred to drink rainwater arguing that the scheme water 
tasted quite strongly of chlorine. Farmers tended to use scheme water instead for gardens 
and for spraying crops. 
Town residents and farmers were asked about their attitudes towards drinking recycled 
water. All participants were supportive of this idea; however many felt that they would need 
further assurance that it was safe to drink recycled water. On the topic of water use 
efficiency, participants were asked if they recycled water within their household or business. 
Only one town resident recycled water in any comprehensive way, recycling household water 
(from the shower, air conditioner, and washing machine) to the garden. 
In relation to the Waterwise=Saltwise gardening initiative, all respondents from the residential 
and farming sectors were aware of this initiative, with all having adopted at least some 
Waterwise plants in the gardens surrounding their houses. The level to which town residents 
had adopted these plants varied greatly (10 per cent–80 per cent adoption). Generally, 
participants were either making an effort to make sure any additional plants added to their 
gardens were Waterwise, or they were keeping their gardens small to reduce the overall 
amount of water needed on their gardens. Overall, farmers demonstrated higher levels of 
adoption, estimating that at least 50 per cent and up to 80 per cent of the plants in their 
gardens were Waterwise. 
When participants were asked what they would like to see any excess water being used on 
in the Shire there were a diverse range of opinions across the stakeholder groups. The most 
common suggestion from town residents was that excess water should be used for watering 
grassed areas at sporting facilities to help reduce their running costs. Other suggestions for 
the use of excess water included supplementing drinking water and town beautification. The 
most common suggestion made by farmers was to use this water for town beautification. 
Most representatives from the industry sector felt that excess water should be used to water 
Shire parks and gardens and to supplement the existing water supply. Specifically, industry 
representatives felt that excess water should be separated from the general scheme water 
used by farms to supplement the water supply specifically for personal drinking water or for 
industry purposes. The Shire CEO would like to see excess water used to incrementally 
replace wherever the Shire currently uses scheme water, starting with recreational areas, 
then moving to Shire gardens, then for the school and then for industry use. 
All participants were asked if they had any ideas for innovative water management 
strategies. One participant felt that introducing a desalination plant to the area may be a 
viable option for the town, considering that there was already a mineral harvester in the town 
who would be able to sell salt by-products from the desalination process. 
While most people felt that the town could cope with a minor increase in population (up to 
20 per cent), beyond this level, it was generally felt that housing would become limiting.
While some believed that housing problems would arise due to a lack of land, others felt that 
land was not a problem, and a lack of housing was the issue. One farmer noted that much of 
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the land that might be used for housing is privately owned by farmers who may not wish to 
sell. Most participants felt that the transport and scheme water infrastructure would be able to 
accommodate a considerable population increase arising from industry expansion. Those in 
the farming sector were aware that power supply was close to maximum and power grids 
would need expansion if the town’s population was to increase significantly. The Shire CEO 
pointed out that in terms of power supply and connections, the town is already at its 
maximum and that any additional large draw on power would affect the town. 
There was a very high level of awareness of salinity across all participant groups. Only one 
participant believed that salinity was not a problem in the Shire of Dowerin since the town 
was already very salinity aware and the strategies they were already using (planting trees) in 
the Shire were keeping salinity problems at bay. 
The town CEO did not see Dowerin as having any major tourist attractions, with the majority 
of tourism seen as arising through passing traffic. The Shire was currently focussing on 
tourism objectives, although none of their current project ideas for tourism were related to 
water.
With regards to water, one of the Shire’s main aims was to reduce reliance on, and 
eventually become independent from, the scheme water supply, while maintaining a high 
standard of town presentation. The strategy for achieving this aim centred on the 
construction of dams in the area that could become the town’s independent water supply. 
The Shire’s vision was ultimately to drought proof this region. Another water related goal was 
the protection of local woodlands through water conservation and enhancing water 
management within the town. 
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Attachment A1:  S urvey ques tions  for town res idents  and 
farmers  
Water s upply 
1. Can you firstly tell me where your water supply comes from? (e.g. scheme water, dam 
water, recycled water, rain/tank water).
If there is more than one source:
- are the different sources of water used for specific purposes? (e.g. scheme water 
for drinking water). 
If yes:
- why? e.g. quality, quantity, availability.
2. Do you think that the town’s water supply meets demand in terms of quality and 
quantity at present?
If no:
- how does this impact you?
3. Would you be willing to drink water produced from recycled water if there was no 
decline in water quality?
If no:
- would you be willing to drink it if your annual water costs were reduced by 
 5 per cent Yes/No
 10 per cent Yes/No
 25 per cent Yes/No
 50 per cent Yes/No
Water effic ienc y 
4. Can you tell me if you have any of the following:
- a rainwater tank? Yes/No
If yes: what is the tank made of and how much water does it hold? 
- a swimming pool? Yes/No
- septic tanks? Yes/No 
- any paved areas in your house? Yes/No
5. Do you recycle any water within your household? (e.g. bathwater, washing machine 
water on the gardens).
6. Are you aware of the Waterwise Gardening initiative, which aims to establish plants 
that are better suited to dry conditions and have low water requirements? 
If yes:
- have you adopted any of these types of plants for any part of your garden? 
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If yes: 
- approximately what proportion of your garden has plants with low water 
requirements?
If no:
- would you be willing to change your garden in order to reduce water use? 
Why/why not?
F uture water management 
7. Do you see salinity as a problem in the town?
If yes:
- where is the problem occurring?
8. If excess water was available in the Shire, e.g. from groundwater extraction, what 
would you like to see it being used on?
9. Can you tell me if you would like to see the introduction of any of the following 
industries into the Shire: 
Wineries/vineyards Yes/No
Aquaculture Yes/No 
Tree farms Yes/No 
Intensive animals Yes/No 
Floriculture Yes/No
Mineral harvesting Yes/No 
Horticulture Yes/No
Recreation Yes/No
Eco-tourism Yes/No
Salt tolerant plants Yes/No
Comments:
10. Do you have any ideas for any other water related industries?
11. Do you have any ideas for innovative water management?
B iodivers ity 
12. Do you believe biodiversity (the diversity of plant and animal species) to be of 
importance to your town? Why/why not? (wildflowers attract tourists, native vegetation 
not valued).
13. Do you believe the town’s water management strategies affect biodiversity? Why/why 
not?
F uture development 
14. If the town population was to increase due to industry expansion do you think town 
infrastructure and housing and transport would be able to support this increased 
population? Why/why not?
15. Would you like to add any comments relating to any of the questions I have asked?
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Attachment A2:  S urvey ques tions  for indus try 
repres entatives  
Water s upply 
1. Firstly, can you please tell me what role water plays in your business?
2. What is the annual water consumption of the business? Does this vary seasonally or is 
it static throughout the year?
3. Where does your water supply come from? (e.g. scheme water, dam water, recycled 
water, rain/tank water).
If there is more than one source:
- are the different sources of water used for a specific purposes? (e.g. scheme 
water for drinking water). 
If yes:
- Why? e.g. quality, quantity, availability.
4. Do you recycle or treat any wastewater? 
If yes:
- what percentage is recycled? 
- what is done with the rest of the recycled water (waste)?
If no:
- if you received funding or subsidies to implement wastewater treatment facilities 
would you consider this as an option? 
- how much funding would you require to make this a viable option for your 
business?
5. Do you have any private water sources or initiatives to secure private water supplies?
Water quality/quantity 
6. Does the current water supply meet your business needs in terms of quality and 
quantity, particularly with regard to maintaining viability and high productivity? Why/why 
not?
- do you see this changing in the future? Why/why not?
7. Do you think that the water supply meets the town’s needs in terms of quality and 
quantity? Why/why not?
- do you see this changing in the future? Why/why not?
8. Could improved water quality help in expanding your business? 
If yes:
- what percentage of improvement in quality would you need?
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9. If higher quality water was available, how much would you be prepared to pay for the 
quality of water that you require?
5 per cent more than your current annual water cost? Yes/No
10 per cent more than your current annual water cost Yes/No
25 per cent more than your current annual water cost Yes/No
50 per cent more than your current annual water cost Yes/No
F uture water management 
10. Do you see salinity as a problem in the town?
If yes:
- where is the problem occurring?
11. If excess water was available, e.g. from groundwater extraction, what would you like to 
see it being used on in the Shire?
12. Can you tell me if you would you like to see the introduction of any of the following 
industries into the Shire: 
Wineries/vineyards Yes/No
Aquaculture Yes/No
Tree farms Yes/No 
Intensive animals Yes/No 
Floriculture Yes/No
Mineral harvesting Yes/No 
Horticulture Yes/No
Recreation Yes/No
Eco-tourism Yes/No
Salt tolerant plants Yes/No
Related comments:
13. Would any of these industries be complementary to your needs as a business?
14. Do you have any ideas for any other new water related industries?
15. If the town population was to increase due to industry expansion do you think town 
infrastructure, housing and transport would be able to support this increased 
population? Why/why not?
16. Do you have any ideas for innovative water management?
17. Would you like to add any comments relating to any of the questions I have asked?
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Attachment A3:  S urvey ques tions  for community/s porting 
groups   
1. Where does the water supply for your group come from? (e.g. scheme water, dam 
water, recycled water, rain/tank water).
If there is more than one source:
- are the different sources of water used for a specific purpose? (e.g. scheme 
water for drinking water). 
If yes:
- why? e.g. quality, quantity, availability.
2. What is the annual water consumption for the group? Does this vary seasonally or is it 
static throughout the year?
3. Do you think that the town’s water supply meets demand in terms of quality and 
quantity at present?
If no:
- does this affect the needs of your group?
4. Does your group recycle or treat any wastewater? 
If yes:
- what percentage is recycled? 
- what is done with the rest of the recycled water (waste)?
If no:
- if you received funding or subsidies to implement wastewater treatment facilities 
would you consider this as an option? 
- how much funding would you require to make this a viable option for your group?
5 Do you see salinity as a problem in the town?
If yes:
- where is the problem occurring?
6 Do you have any ideas for innovative water management within your group?
7 ld you like to add any comments relating to any of the questions I have asked?
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Attachment A4:  S urvey ques tions  for the S hire C E O  
Water 
1. Firstly, can you please tell me what the Shire’s overall long-term vision is?
2. What is the place of water in this vision? (supply, quality, management).
3. What are the current sources of the Shire’s water supply? (e.g. scheme water, dam 
water, recycled water, groundwater extraction, stormwater harvesting).
If there is more than one source:
- What purposes are these different water sources used for? (e.g. scheme water 
for drinking water, recycled for watering ovals).
If different types are used for different purposes:
- Why are different types of water supplies used for different purposes? 
(e.g. quality, quantity, availability, cost).
4. What is the Shire’s main priority for its water use at this time? (all water types—
scheme, recycled, etc.). Do you see this changing in the future?
5. Is there a variation in the amount of scheme water purchased for the Shire during the 
course of the year? (e.g. more in summer). Why is this?
6. Are there any plans to change the Shire’s reliance on imported scheme water? 
Why/why not?
7. What would be the Shire’s preferred use(s) for any excess water (for example, from 
groundwater extraction) that may be available?
C hange and development  
8. ABS data suggests that the population within the Shire has been ….. (steady, 
decreasing, increasing) over the past decade. Are you aware if the actual population 
within the townsite itself has changed during this time?
If not: 
What do you believe has been the cause of population change in the wider Shire area?
9. Have there been any community-led initiatives implemented in the last five years to 
respond to demographic trends in the Shire? (e.g. to increase population).
10. Have there been any business or industry related changes in the Shire in the last 
decade that you can tell me about? (number, types, etc.).
11. What is the town’s general capacity for responding to additional demand from new 
industries? (transport, power, water, people and skills…).
12. Is there any other source of power, either planned or in existence, for community or 
industry, outside of other than State Government provided power (e.g. oil mallees)?
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13. Does the Shire have plans for tourism development? If so, what are the major tourism 
prospects for the town? Are these projects related to water in any way?
14. Are there any comments that you would like to add?
15. Does the Shire have any policy documents or plans relating to water resources that 
may be available to us?
16. Are there any water action groups and/or community groups that are interested in 
water demand and supply in the town, either because they are concerned or they have 
a vested interest, e.g. a sporting club? 
If so:
- are you able to give me a contact name and possibly a telephone number for a 
representative(s)?
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AP P E NDIX B :  Dowerin S hire C ons ultation Notes  
Meeting with Dowerin Shire – 23 November 2005
Summary of Issues, Priorities and Desirable actions
(# in Priority Order)
Shire specified priorities Background or related issue Desired longer term outcomes(preferences) 
1 Investigate groundwater 
dynamics then implement 
strategies to control shallow 
watertables and waterlogging.
Shallow watertable plus town 
catchment runoff causing 
waterlogging in lower- slope CBD 
area. 
 Develop opportunities for 
commercial utilisation.
Provide water for new, yet to be 
commercial enterprise (it is 
acknowledged that options may be 
limited by water availability, 
reliability and quality).
 Self-sufficiency (1).
Provide locally sourced water 
supplies which cater for all existing 
public (non-potable) water 
demands.
 Self-sufficiency (2).
Provide locally sourced water 
supplies which cater for potential 
(non-specified) water demands from 
new industries.
1 Use latest research findings to 
target various sources 
contributing to flooding and 
inundation in the lower 
townsite.
Control runoff and flooding in 
the Dowerin townsite.
Existing lack of differentiation 
between urban and greater 
catchment area runoff as 
contributors to total runoff and its 
management. 
Reference Stanton & Farmer RT-
LA poster.
2 Maximise opportunities for 
water harvesting, treatment, 
utilisation and re-use.
3 Link the townsite salinity and 
water control plans to protect 
the Tin Dog Creek Reserve.
Include a consideration of 
Indigenous issues with Tin Dog 
Creek.
4 Analyse/optimise options for 
scheme water use.
Urban water modelling.
Potential for blending 
groundwater and drain recovery 
water with surface water as an 
alternative to saline groundwater 
dumping.
5 Integrate CBH into water 
resource sources and solutions
Communication needs to be 
established with CBH. (Shire, RT-
LA or ACC responsibility …?)
General.
There needs to be consideration 
of environmental impacts at each 
step.
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1. Introduction 
Water management priorities and objectives introduced under the RT-LA project are 
designed to develop water resources for sustainable water use throughout the town and 
promote new water use options, whilst ameliorating townsite salinity. The surface water study 
area includes the townsite and the catchment area to the east of the town.
This section of the overall report concentrates on the assessment of all surface water flows in 
Dowerin, management techniques and options (current and proposed) that aim to maximise 
the asset value of these surface water flows, to develop an entire town water balance and 
ultimately a town water resource management plan. All surface water referred to in this 
report is only suitable for irrigation purpose and must not be used for human consumption.
2. B ackground 
The Dowerin Shire has been involved in the Rural Towns Program since 1998. The 
RT-LA project follows on from that success.
Figure C1 Catchment council boundaries, Dowerin Shire boundary and the location of the town of 
Dowerin.
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3. S urface water proces s es  
3.1 L ands c ape influenc e on s urfac e water proc es s es  
In the wheatbelt rural towns of Western Australia, there are principally four landscape 
categories that influence surface water processes and characteristics:
3.1.1 B reak of s lope  
3.1.2 B as in 
3.1.3 V alley floor 
3.1.4 R iverine 
Dowerin is the break of slope category. A break of slope is defined as ‘An abrupt change in 
slope of the terrain’.
Towns found in similar parts of the landscape are: Dumbleyung, Woodanilling, Morawa, 
Wongan Hills and Nyabing. 
3.2 B reak of s lope c harac teris tic s  
Surface water processes encompass two components: runoff and subsurface flow. Runoff is 
derived from soil infiltration excess or soil saturation excess. When rainfall occurs, a 
proportion infiltrates the soil surface and the remainder is attributed to runoff. Runoff can 
distribute across the landscape from metres to many 100s of metres. Once runoff enters 
valley landscapes it is described as stream flow.
Subsurface flow is the portion of rainfall that has infiltrated the soil profile. If the soil profile 
has sufficient conductivity (porosity) and connectivity (permeability) then water can move 
through the soil, and slope water will move down slope until a change in soil type or 
characteristic occurs. This is usually associated with the break of slope where the conductive 
top soil is removed and a less conductive soil emerges (Figure C2a). At this point water will 
seep causing some form of land degradation (waterlogging or salinity).
Figure C2a Soil landscape profile: Subsurface seepage process.
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Figure C2b Dowerin break of slope position plotted on aerial imagery.
Runoff and stream flow can degrade the landscape if redistribution is not sufficiently 
controlled and any excess removed safely. Overland flow can become saline through two 
processes: accumulation of salt by passing over degraded saline soils or once inundated the 
water infiltrates the soil and under capillary and evaporative pressure ex-filtrates causing the 
remobilisation of salt towards the ground surface. Over time the soil and water resources 
become increasingly more saline.
The town of Dowerin has both surface and subsurface runoff processes to manage. The 
reason for this will be explained in the next section.
3.3 C atc hment s etting 
3.3.1 Dowerin regional and s ub-c atc hments  
Dowerin is located in a low to medium rainfall zone with average annual rainfall of 367 mm. 
The townsite is located centrally in the Tin Dog Creek catchment which runs north to south. 
Figure C3 below depicts the greater catchment setting up to 50 km radius from Dowerin. 
The combination of declining average annual rainfall since year 2000 and reduced efficiency 
of these catchments in terms of their high runoff threshold has led to the concept of using 
hard surfaces (with a low runoff threshold) within towns to generate a new source of water. 
Figure C4 depicts the sub-catchments within a radius of 25 km surrounding the Dowerin 
townsite. For the same reasons stated above, these sub-catchments do not offer a reliable 
source of water to the town.
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Figure C3 Greater catchment setting up to 50 km radius from Dowerin.
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Figure C4 Sub-catchments within a radius of 25 km of the Dowerin townsite.
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3.3.2 Dowerin town s c ale c atc hments  
Figure C5 Town scale catchment.
Figure C5 shows the boundaries of the catchments at the scale of Dowerin townsite within a
5 km radius and the approximate position of the break of slope. The Dowerin town scale 
catchment covers an area of approximately 265 ha and varies in elevation from 272 m above 
Australian Height Datum (AHD) in the west at Tin Dog Creek to 336 m above AHD in the 
east.
In essence surface water flows originate from the high ground to the east of the townsite,
flow through the town to the western boundary of Dowerin before entering Tin Dog Creek, 
located approximately 500 metres to the west of the townsite. Tin Dog Creek subsequently 
discharges into Lake Dowerin 5 km to the south. The landscape and location of Dowerin 
dictate that surface water generation is linked to the break of slope topographic condition.
3.4 R unoff c harac teris tic s  
Several runoff curves (hydrographs) below indicate the occurrence of normal winter rainfall 
and unseasonal ‘event’ based flows. Figure C6 shows the surface water runoff that flowed 
through the CBH culvert from the 1/12/2005 to 30/11/2006. During January and February of 
2006 high intensity rainfall produced significant flooding within Dowerin (Figure C6a). The 
water depth on the hydrograph is raw data and not intended to represent units such as mm. 
The graph shows how the rainfall in January and February 2006 caused surface water flows 
that were atypical compared with an average year. An average year is depicted in Figure C7.
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Figure C6 Surface water flows through the CBH culvert including January 2006 flood event.
Figure C6a Flooding at the CHB culverts January 2006.
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Figure C7 CBH runoff hydrograph, 1 year period excluding January 2006 flood event.
The hydrograph in Figure C7 depicts flows between 01/06/05 and 31/05/2006, the water 
depth is not intended to represent units such as millimetres.
Figure C8 Dowerin townsite area B runoff hydrograph, 1 year period including January 2006 flood.
Surface flows from the CBH area are represented in the hydrographs below where: flow 
depth, rainfall data, accumulated yield were used to model potential yield from a 1 year 
period: 1/6/2006 to 31/5/2007.
The hydrographs depict the computed flows of surface water at both the CBH and townsite B
culverts. The two graphs show the surface water flows over the period 1/6/2006 to 31/5/2007 
for the Townsite Area B runoff and the CBH runoff.
The harvesting potential shown on the graphs in Figures C3.1.2.5 to C3.1.2.6 are modelled 
yields based on a 10 ML sump and an abstraction rate of 4.75 litres per second. Ideally a 
larger sump would be preferable as this would enable greater quantities of water to be 
harvested.
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Dowerin CBH Site Runoff - Comparison of Rainfall, Culvert Water Depth & Accumulated Yield
For Period 1 June 2006 To 31st May 2007 
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Figure C10 Surface water hydrograph from CBH: Flow depth, rainfall data, accumulated yield and modelled yields.
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Dowerin Town Site Area B Runoff - Comparison of Rainfall, Culvert Water Depth & Accumulated Yield
For Period 1 June 2006 To 31st May 2007 
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Figure C11 Surface water runoff from townsite: Flow depth, rainfall data, accumulated yield and modelled yield.
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3.5 S urfac e water impac ts  on s alinity 
There are distinct areas of land degradation due to increased salinity that is being driven by 
relatively high ground watertable in the immediate vicinity of the degraded land. (Refer to the 
Dowerin salinity risk map in Appendix F).
There are two benefits of minimising groundwater recharge through improved management 
of surface water:
1. An additional source of irrigation quality (not for human consumption) water is 
available; and
2. Salinity can be controlled by minimising groundwater recharge thereby reducing the 
need for groundwater pumping.
Figure C12 The location and extent of the break of slope that characterises the town of Dowerin’s surface 
water generation.
3.6 Irrigation quality water s ourc es , us e and availability 
Figure C13 indicates townsite areas used to model surface water use and availability. The 
red lines depict the divides of urban land use zones given in the water balance report for
Dowerin (see Appendix H).
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Figure C13 Townsite sub-catchments compartments used in modelled runoff calculations.
3.7 R unoff and yield modelling 
The townsite has been sectioned into three primary areas of interest for ease of analysis and 
reporting. The primary areas of interest are:
Area A: 77 ha in size and is depicted in more detail in Figure C16a.
Area B: 30 ha in size and is depicted in more detail in Figure C16b.
Area C: 35 ha in size and is depicted in more detail in Figure C16c.
Two additional secondary surface water sources are also identified: 
Area D: The culvert under Stewart Street located at the southern end of the street.
Area E: The open drain parallel to Government Road southwest of the junction with 
Stewart Street.
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3.7.1 R elative c ontribution of runoff from eac h area 
The contribution of each area, i.e. area A to E, to the current and potentially future water 
resources of harvested surface water will be discussed later in this section of the water 
management report.
Figure C14 Dowerin east catchment and sub-catchments for modelled surface water yields.
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Figure C15 Surface water flows generated from within the townsite.
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Figure C16a Area A: (non-sealed surfaces), Machinery Field Day site. Note the diversion bank created to 
direct surface water runoff to the new dam from the eastern town catchment.
It is recommended that the town of Dowerin develop a dual supply of surface water, i.e. to 
harvest surface water from both sealed and non-sealed surfaces.
Figure C16b Runoff from Area B (sealed surfaces).
Figure C16c Runoff from Area C (sealed surfaces).
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Runoff from Stewart Street culvert (Area D) presently includes the surface water that flows 
under Stewart Street from Area C, enters Tin Dog Creek after flowing between the railway 
line and Government Road to the southwest. 
It is recommended that this flow be monitored and quantified to assess the potential an
additional source of surface water that could be harvested.
Runoff from the open drain southwest of the junction of Government Road and Stewart 
Street (Area E) flows parallel to Government Road from area C, enters Tin Dog Creek after 
flowing along the southern edge of Government Road to the southwest. 
It is recommended that this flow be monitored and quantified in order to evaluate an 
additional source of surface water that could be harvested.
Figures C17, C18 and C19 below show the location of existing dams, proposed dams and 
other reticulation work in progress.
Figure C17 Location of dams and flow direction of stormwater drains.
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Figure C18 Existing storage facilities and location of reticulation facilities in progress. Work in progress 
includes two storage tanks that are to be located at the school grounds.
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Figure C19 Proposed surface water harvesting, storage and reticulation facilities.
3.7.2 P ropos ed works  
Table C1 gives details of proposed water harvesting infrastructure, i.e. sumps, pumps, dams, 
storage tanks and connecting pipelines. Table C1 also contains data that depicts current and 
work in progress surface water management assets and shows the cost benefit of individual 
water management assets and combinations of several assets, this enables the best or most 
cost effective solution to be identified clearly. Assumptions used to derive the full cost benefit 
analysis are in Table C2.
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Table C1 Existing work, work in progress, and proposed dams, sumps, tanks, and irrigation pipelines Key: TS = Town Site
As s et # S tatus  Dams  S umps  T anks  Irrigation pipelines  Volume or length C apital c os t 
Operating cos t 
per annum 
1 Existing Town Dam, Dam #1 30 ML
2 Existing Catchment Dam 7 MLtr
3 Existing Evaporation ponds 4.2 MLtr
4 Existing Machinery Field DayDam (Dam #2) 17 ML $52 000 $2 400
5 Existing From Town Dam To Showgrounds Oval 1.1 km
6 Work in Progress School Tanks A 250 kL $45 000 $1 500
7 Work in Progress School Tanks B 250 K Ltr $25 000 $1 500
8 Work in Progress Spur From Dam B to Showgrounds Oval
9 Proposed New Anderson Dam 15 M Ltr $50 000 $2 400
10 Proposed New Metcalf Dam 20 M Ltr $55 000 $2 400
11 Proposed TS + CBH 1 M Ltr $27 046 $1 500
12 Proposed New Anderson Dam to Town Dam #1 0.6 km $3 000
13 Proposed Combined TS & CBH Sump to Showgrounds Dam 0.9 km $4 500
Note: The capital cost of ‘School Tanks A’ includes provision of a pump and power supply.
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Table C2 To be read in conjunction with Table C1
Asset 
# Status Dams Sumps Tanks Irrigation pipelines
Volume or 
length Units Capital cost
Annual 
operating 
Net 
return/Yr
Net 
return/Yr
1 Existing Town Dam #1 30 000 m3
2 Existing Catchment dam #6 7 000 m3
3 Existing
Evaporation Ponds 
#7 4 200 m3
4 Existing
Machinery Field 
Day Dam #2 17 000 m3 $52 000 $2 400 $7 082
5 Existing From Town Dam #1 to Sports Oval 1.1 km
6 W I P School Tanks A 250 kL $25 000 $1 500 $9 332
7 W I P School Tanks B 250 kL $25 000 $1 500 $9 332
8 W I P
Spur from School Tanks A & B to
Sports Oval pipeline 0.15 km $750
9 W I P
Spur from Machinery Field Day Dam 
#2 to Sports Oval pipeline 0.15 km $750
10 Proposed
New Anderson
Dam #3 20 000 m3 $79 546 $2 400 $5 705
11 Proposed
New Metcalf Dam 
#4 35 000 M $104 546 $2 400 $4 455 -$4 775
12 Proposed TS + CBH 10 000 m3 $27 046 $1 500 $9 230
13 Proposed
Pipeline from new Anderson Dam #3 
to Town Dam #1 0.6 km $3 000
14 Proposed
Pipeline from new Anderson Dam #3 
to Town Dam #2 0.9 km $4 500
Assumptions:
Cost of pipeline/km $5 000
Cost of pump at TS + CBH Sump $1 546
Cost of pump at Machinery Field Day
Dam #2 Sump $3 416
Cost of power provision $15 000
Note:1
Net return/yr assumes only one option 
is implemented
Note:2
Net return/yr assumes all 3 options 
are implemented
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3.8 Hydrologic al as s es s ment 
3.8.1 Water redis tribution 
There are four main surface water flows active in Dowerin. These are from the catchment to 
the east of the town, a second off the sealed surfaces within the town north of Government 
Road, a third also off the sealed surfaces within the town but to the south of Government 
Road and lastly from the catchment to the north-east of the town. 
Presently the catchment to the east of the town creates surface water flows that feed the 
Machinery Field Day Dam. The runoff from the sealed surfaces within the town to the north of 
Government Road flows into the Catchment Dam within the Tin Dog Creek Reserve. Runoff 
from the catchment to the north east of town and flows from the CBH site also enter the 
Catchment Dam. The water in the Catchment Dam is used to replenish water in the Town 
Dam.
3.8.2 R ec harge proces s  
The low lying land to the west of Stewart Street coupled with adverse drainage gradients in 
the surface water drain that runs south to north along the western side of Stewart Street,
south of the intersection with Fraser Street, is contributing to groundwater recharge and 
subsequently increased salinity at the surface in and adjacent to the open drain.
3.8.3 S alinity ris k  as s es s ment 
Evidence exists that points toward a risk of salinity at the surface to the west of Stewart 
Street and on the Golf course situated north east of the townsite.
Three solutions are recommended to resolve these salinity risk areas:
1. West of Stuart Street the salinity risk is best addressed by re-grading the open drain to 
provide adequate gradient to ensure efficient drain operation and to ensure standing 
water is eliminated (standing water has been observed in this drain for long periods 
during the year). 
On the golf course a two pronged approach is recommended.
2. Divert the surface water from the salinity affected area and store it in a new dam 
upslope of the eastern boundary of the golf course.
3. Install a herringbone pattern of subsoil coil drains in the most severely salt affected 
area.
4. W ater management 
4.1 Town water res ourc es  
Currently the Town Dam stores surface water from the Catchment Dam in the Tin Dog 
Reserve. Water comes from a combination of runoff from the farmland catchment to the 
northeast of the town, the CBH/townsite sealed areas and from the eastern natural
catchment.
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4.1.1 E x is ting water s torage 
There are four existing storages to capture and store runoff:
1. Town Dam
2. Catchment Dam
3. Machinery Field Day Dam
4. Waste water treatment plant ponds
5. Town Dam has a pipeline that connects it to the sports oval to reticulate this area.
4.1.2 Water s upply defic ienc ies  
Dowerin is currently purchasing 4200 m3 per annum of scheme water to make up the current 
irrigation water shortfall. The total volume of the Town Dam, evaporation ponds and the 
Machinery Field Day Dam (Dam #2) is 51 000 m3 which provides an effective supply of 
25 500 m3 (after allowing for 50 per cent losses from seepage and evaporation).
4.2 Water res ourc e development 
There are proposed storages to capture and store runoff in this Plan:
1. Metcalf Dam (Dam #3)
2. Anderson Dam (Dam #4)
3. CBH sump (Dam #5).
4.2.1 Metc alf Dam (Dam #3) 
The proposed Metcalf Dam is intended to create a new water source for the town of Dowerin 
whilst addressing the salinity problem at the golf course.
4.2.2 Anders on Dam (Dam #4) 
The proposed Anderson Dam (Dam #4) has been designed to supplement the town water 
resources by harvesting water from an area south of the Wyalkatchem–Goomalling Rd.
Survey results show that the adverse gradient that currently prevents harvesting surface 
water from the Meckering and Wyalkatchem Roads can be overcome by installation of an 
subsurface drain. The proposed new Anderson Dam is estimated to be approximately
15 000 m3 to 20 000 m3 this will be confirmed by drilling test bore to establish groundwater 
depth and depth to bedrock. 
4.2.3 C ombined C B H/town s ite s ump (Dam #5) 
The proposed CBH/Town sump (Dam #5) will be a lined sump due to the shallow 
groundwater at the southern end of the CBH facility. The sump will be limited to 
approximately 1000 m3 capacity and will increase the efficiency of water harvesting from the 
CBH/Town site areas by minimising any ground water recharge in the Tin Dog Creek 
Catchment Dam area (just to the north of the Town Dam) with the added benefit of reducing
salinity risk in the areas within the Tin Dog Creek Reserve and in the areas along the 
western and eastern boundaries of Stuart Street.
4.2.4 New retic ulation infras truc ture 
Linking the proposed Anderson Dam to the Town Dam, the proposed Metcalf Dam to the 
Machinery Field Day Dam and the CBH sump to the Machinery Field Day Dam by 100 mm
pipelines is recommended.
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It is understood that the work in progress to link the Machinery Field Day Dam to the existing 
reticulation between the Town Dam is well advanced and due to be completed when the end 
of the summer watering phase of the sports oval and tennis courts has finished.
4.3 S alinity management 
4.3.1 S urface water management to remove exces s  water 
Divert the surface water from the salinity affected area and store it in a new dam (proposed 
Metcalf Dam) upslope of the eastern boundary of the golf course.
4.3.2 Waterwis e initiatives :  R ainwater tanks , native plants , modified watering prac tic es  
Refer to Appendix H of the overall report for detailed information on waterwise initiatives –
rainwater tanks, natives species and watering regimes. Further information is available from 
Bulletin 4628 ISSN 1448–0352 entitled Wheatbelt waterwise = saltwise, which can be viewed 
at: http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/content/HORT/FLOR/BULLETIN4628.PDF
4.3.3 S tormwater management – overflow into kerbing, grates , etc . 
A large percentage of water generated throughout the town catchment is from impervious 
surfaces which can be termed stormwater. Capture and utilisation of this stormwater can 
yield significant quantities of water for irrigation or other, non-potable purposes.
The stormwater generated from the area south of Government Road is currently not 
harvested and it enters the Tin Dog Creek by way of the open drain along the southern and 
northern edges of Government Road to the south west of the junction with Stewart Street. 
Modification of stormwater drains is recommended in East Street to divert water to a new 
dam to be called Anderson Dam. There is also an opportunity to harvest surface water that is 
generated from Government Road which currently enters Stewart Street before exiting from 
a culvert to the north.
5. C onclus ions  
The Project has identified a unique combination of engineering solutions to enable 
management of the town’s surface water in order to achieve two major goals:
1. Reduced reliance on scheme water (currently purchased at approx $17 400 per 
annum, 07/08) for irrigating the town’s sporting and recreational assets, and
2. Reduced salinity risks due to diverting surface water away from areas where flows may 
cause recharge (e.g. at the golf course).
Additional surface water harvesting opportunities have been identified which will permit the
Shire to be less dependent on the need to use scheme water for irrigation purposes.
6. R ecommendations  
1. Construct the new Metcalf Dam to store water pumped up from the Machinery Field 
Day Dam, the proposed CBH sump and Anderson Dam.
2. Modify the drainage in East Street to enable water harvesting from the sealed surfaces 
south of Government Road.
3. Construct the new Anderson Dam to hold water harvested from the sealed surfaces 
south of Government Road.
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4. Construct a lined sump south of the CBH facility to reduce recharge of the watertable in 
the Tin Dog Creek Reserve.
5. Connect all the dams to Metcalf Dam to provide an integrated storage capability that 
provides the flexibility to gravitate irrigation water throughout the town.
By implementing the recommendations above an additional 55 ML of water storage will be 
provided. This represents a doubling of the Shire’s current storage capacity and should allow
the current dependence on scheme water for irrigation purposes to be eliminated.
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S ummary 
Rapidly acquired non-invasive geophysical surveys were conducted in Dowerin to provide 
information on depth to bedrock, geological structures and salinity.
Gravity surveying was done through much of the town to provide a rapid indication of depth 
to bedrock. Interpretation showed depths to bedrock ranging from outcrop to about 60 metres 
below ground level.
A detailed seismic survey was done just east of the railway line in the western part of the 
town to provide detailed information on bedrock depth and detail in the sediments that overlie 
bedrock. Processing and interpretation of the seismic data showed clear definition of the top 
of bedrock with depths in the range of 55 to 90 metres. A small normal fault was located 
close to the grain handling facility.
A time domain electromagnetic survey was conducted over half of the Dowerin Golf course
and showed conductivity variations down to about 30 metres. The eastern end of the golf 
course was seen to be the most conductive and saline. It appears that water flowing down 
the golf course carries salt and this salty water dams up against outcropping granites. The 
salty water in turns leads to ground deterioration and dying trees.
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